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Abstract 
The "Object Constraint Language " (OCL) offers a formal 
notation for constraining model elements in UML diagrams. 
OCL consists of a navigational expression language which, 
for instance, can be used to state invariants and pre- and 
post-conditions in class diagrams. We discuss some prob- 
lems in ensuring non-local, navigating OCL class invariants, 
as for bidirectional associations, in programming language 
implementations of UML diagrams, like in Java. As a remedy, 
we propose a component-based system specification method 
for using OCL constraints, distinguishing between global 
component invariants and local class invariants. 

1    Introduction 
During the last years the "Unified Modeling Language" 
(UML [2]) has become the de facto standard for object- 
oriented software development. The "Object Constraint Lan- 
guage" (OCL [14]) offers a formal notation to constrain 
the interpretation of model elements occurring in UML di- 
agrams and therefore lends itself for systematic use in rigor- 
ous, UML-based software development methods, as shown, 
for example, in the Catalysis approach [5]. 

The OCL notation is particularly suited to constrain class 
diagrams since OCL expressions allow one to navigate along 
associations and to describe conditions on object states in 
class invariants and pre- and post-conditions of operations. 
However, by using the ability of describing navigational 
paths, a class invariant may be non-local in the sense that 
it also requires properties from other "remote" classes. This 
expressiveness and flexibility is appropriate in requirements 
specifications where the developer generally prefers a global 
view of the properties of the relationships between differ- 
ent classes. For design and implementation, however, such 
global requirements can be harmful since the implementation 
of a "remote" class would have to respect the non-local in- 
variant of another class which is not mentioned anywhere in 
the "remote" class. Thus a programmer may not only have 
to check the validity of the invariant of the class he is imple- 
menting, but also the validity of invariants of other classes. 

We first illustrate these problems with non-local class- 
based OCL invariants by simple examples, including the 

'Partially supported by the DFG project InOpSys, ref. WI 841/6-1. 

conventional use of "setter" operations and, more interest- 
ingly, standard OCL formalizations and Java implementa- 
tions of bidirectional associations. As a remedy, we pro- 
pose a component-based approach which has the following 
two properties: it allows us to write non-local invariants at 
the global level of components instead of at the local level 
of classes and it allows us to control the visibility of opera- 
tions. An operation can be component public and therefore 
visible for all classes inside and outside the component; or an 
operation can be component private and'therefore visible for 
all classes inside the component; or an operation can be class 
private and therefore visible only for its own class. Non-local 
invariants have to be respected only by component public op- 
erations; local invariants have to be respected by component 
public and component private operations; class private opera- 
tions do not have to respect any invariant. However, for sim- 
plicity, we omit component hierarchy aspects and inheritance 
between different components. 

In Sect. 2 we describe the problems with non-local class- 
based OCL invariants. In Sect. 3 we propose our component- 
based approach. In Sect. 4 we discuss how components can 
be realized in Java and we show some properties of correct 
realizations in Sect. 5. Throughout the paper we assume that 
the reader is familiar with UML class diagrams and the OCL 
notation. 

2    Non-Local Class Invariants 
For exhibiting the problems with non-local class-based in- 
variants, we model a simple seminar system inspired by a 
similar example in the Catalysis book [5, Sect. 2.5.1, p. 67], 
see Fig. 1. In this system a course consists of several sessions. 
Each session has at most one instructor and each instructor 
may be qualified for several courses. Each session has a start 
and an end time. A session may also be public, where exter- 
nal participants have to pay a certain amount in order to be 
admitted. There are three invariants: the simple invariant for 
the class Session requires that the start time is before the end 
time; the invariant for class PublicSession states that the price 
for such a session is at least 10$. The invariant for the class 
Instructor requires that an instructor should only teach ses- 
sions for courses he is qualified for. The class Session shows 
an initialization operation setup setting default start and end 
times for a session; this operation is overridden in PublicSes- 
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inv /«V|nstructor:   qualifiedFor-> 
includesAll(session.courses) 

Tx 
inv /«vSession: 

start.before(end) 
K 

Instructor 

qualifiedFor    * 

Course 

0..1 

inv /«»iPubiicSession : 

price  >=  10$ 

K 

Session 
start: Time 
end: Time 

setup() 
changeCourse(c: Course) 

post:   start  =  9:00am 
and  end =  11:00am 

K 

post:   course 3 
PublicSession 

price: Dollar 

setup() post:   price  =  10$ 5 
Figure 1: Annotated class diagram for the seminar example 

sion initializing additionally the price for the public session. 
Moreover, the class Session has a "setter" operation change- 
Course which allows to assign a new course to a session; the 
post-condition just requires to reassign the new course to the 
actual session. 

For a correct implementation of this system in Java, one 
would like to require that any operation C:: op [x\ : D\, ..., 
x„:D„) of any class C of the diagram preserves the invariant 
INVc, obtained by the conjunction of the class invariant of C 
and the invariants of all its super-classes (if any), and satisfies 
the pre- and post-condition provided for op. As formalized 
in [12], this means that the Hoare formula 

{Prec,op and INVC} 
C:: op[x\ :D\, ... 

{Posto,.op and INVc} 
xn :Dn) 

should be valid. In the example, any implementation of the 
operation changeCourse of class Session should satisfy the 
Hoare formula 

{start.before(end)} 
Session :: changeCourse(c : Course) 

{course = c and start.before(end)} 
(*) 

(for the implicit requirements of the bidirectional associations 
see below). The following Java implementation satisfies (*): 

void changeCourse(Course c) ( 
course = c; 

} 
The problem is that, although changeCourse does not in- 
volve any attribute or role of class Instructor, it may destroy 
the invariant /nvinstructor of class Instructor, e.g., when being 
called via 5. changeCourse (c) for a session s having instruc- 
tor s. instructor who is not qualified for the course c. 

Another problem stems from making explicit the semantic 
constraints of bidirectional associations by expressing them 

in OCL. Consider for example the one-to-many association 
between the class Course and the class Session. The semantic 
constraint requires that any object c of class Course is related 
to a set of objects of class Session in such a way that each 
of these objects is related to c; thus navigating from c to any 
object of Session and back to class Course yields the original 
object c. Similarly, the sessions of the course of a Session 
object s must include the original object s. In OCL, one may 
try to formalize this using the following two class invariants 
of Session and Course: 

context Course 
inv Inv'Course: 

self.session-> 
forAllfs   |   s.course = self) 

context Session 
inv /m/Session: 

self.course.session->includes(self) 
Now consider a system state a showing two objects c\, C2 
of class Course and three objects si, S2, s^ of class Session 
such that object c\ is related with objects s\ and S2, and ob- 
ject C2 is related with object 53, see Fig. 2(a). Obviously, a 
Java call S2 • changeCourse (C2) does not respect the invari- 
ants WCourse[ci/self] and WSession[52/self], cf. the object 
diagram in Fig. 2(b). 

According to Hitz and Kappel [7, Sect. 6.2.1, p. 271— 
275], a correct Java implementation of changeCourse with 
respect to the bidirectional association can be given using two 
Java operations addSession and rmSession in the following 
way: 

public class Session ( 
private Instructor instructor; 
private Course course; 

public void changeCourse(Course c)   { 
if  (course  != c)   { 

if   (course  != null) 
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c1 : Course 

s1 : Session 

s2 : Session 

d : Course 

s1 : Session 

s2: Session 

c2 : Course s3: Session c2: Course s3: Session 

(a) State a 

c1 : Course 

s1 : Session 

s2 : Session 

c2: Course s3: Session 

(b) State after S2 .changeCourse(C2) 

Figure 2: Sample states of the seminar system 

course.rmSession(this); 
course = c; 
c.addSession(this); 

public class Course { 
private Vector session; 

public void addSession(Session s) { 
if ((session.contains(s))) ( 

session.addElement(s); 
s.changeCourse(this); 

public void rmSession(Session s) ( 
session.removeElement(s); 

The operations changeCourse and addSession indeed pre- 
serve both of the invariants /«Vcourse and /«v4ession but (as 
Hitz and Kappel also mention in their book [7]) calling 
rmSession may lead to an illegal state; e.g., see Fig. 3, call- 
ing ci. rmSession (53) in state a leads to a state where the 
invariant /wgession[,S3/self] does not hold. 

Figure 3: State after C2. rmSession (.S3) 

3   Component-Based Invariants 
The problems described in the previous section are due to the 
fact that class invariants of one class are based on properties 
of objects of another class; in other words, the invariant ex- 
pressions navigate to objects of other classes. For instance, 
the invariant 7wvinstructor navigates to the sessions of an in- 
structor and requires that all these sessions are for courses the 
instructor is qualified for. Hence it is obvious that the class 
invariant for instructor can easily be destroyed by changing 
the course of a session. To overcome these problems we use a 
component-oriented development methodology. Component- 
based approaches for software development have been advo- 
cated by many authors including Broy [3] and Szyperski [13], 
or, in the context of UML and OCL, by Catalysis [5] and 
Cheesman and Daniels [4]. 

We do not propose a new notion of component; almost 
any of the notions for components in the literature is suitable 
for our approach provided that a component is composed of 
classes (and possibly local components) and that the follow- 
ing two requirements are satisfied: 

1. It is possible to require invariants globally for the whole 
component and also locally for the elements of a com- 
ponent. 

2. An operation can be declared to be visible either inside 
and outside the component, or only inside the compo- 
nent, or only inside a single class of the component. 

More precisely, we distinguish between class invariants and 
component invariants: A class invariant is an invariant for de- 
scribing properties concerning a single class (i.e. its attributes 
and association roles without navigation) and a component 
invariant is an invariant for describing properties concerning 
two or more classes. For example, the invariant 7nvinstructor 
of class Instructor cannot be used as a class invariant but 
has to be included in the component invariant for the sem- 
inar system (cf. Fig. 4). The invariants induced by bidirec- 
tional associations are also included in the component invari- 
ant /«vseminar- The invariants /«vSeSsion and /wpubiicSession of 
classes Session and PublicSession, however, are class invari- 
ants. 

Concerning the visibility of operations we distinguish be- 
tween operations which are 
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inv /nvSeminar: 
Instructor.alllnstances()->forAll(i | 

i.qualifiedFor->includesAll(i.session.course)) 
and Session.alllnstances()->forAll(s | 

s.course.session->includes(s)) 
and Course.alllnstances()->forAll(c | 

c.session->forAll(s I s.course = c)) 

"T\ 

Seminar 

l\ 

• 
• 

inv /»vSession: 
start.before(end) 

Instructor 0..1 * 
Session 

-start: Time 
-end : Time * 

, ' 
post:   start   «   9:00ara 

and end =  11:00am 
-setup() 
+changeCourse(c: Course) * v 

pre:   instructor. 
qualifiedFor->includes(c) 

post:   course   =  c 

-quauneurur A ** s 
Course 

-addSession(s: Session) 
~rmSession(s: Session) PublicSession 

/ 
-price: Dollar 

inv /«^>ub1icSession : 

price   >=   10$ 

b. / ~setup()   post:   price =  10$      | 

Figure 4: Component model of the seminar system 

component public — 
visible at the interface of the component 

component private — 
visible to all classes of the component 

class private — 
visible to a single class of the component 

Each component public operation has to preserve the compo- 
nent invariant, the class invariant where the operation is de- 
clared, and the class invariants of all super-classes, and satisfy 
their pre-/post-condition. Each component private operation 
has to preserve its class invariant and the class invariants of all 
super-classes and satisfy its pre-/post-condition. Finally, each 
class private operation has to satisfy its pre-/post-condition. 
Since class private operations are auxiliary operations which 
can be (internally) applied to an object in a "non-stable" state, 
they need not preserve invariants; cf. also [9]. 

Concerning the visibility of attributes we assume a good 
style of design: all attributes have to be visible only to a single 
class. 

Components in the sense of Cheesman and Daniels, Catal- 
ysis, or UML subsystems can express these visibility require- 
ments and also show notations for invariants. In particular, 
due to the explicit notion of interfaces used in Catalysis and 
by Cheesman and Daniels the visibility of component pub- 
lic operations can be modeled explicitly. A UML subsystem 

provides the following visibility correspondences for opera- 
tions [11]: class private corresponds to private (-), compo- 
nent private to package (~), and component public to public 
(+). Similarly, an attribute that is only visible to a single class 
has visibility private (-). 

Fig. 4 shows the seminar system as a UML subsystem 
component. We choose to declare rmSession and addSes- 
sion not to be component public but only to be component 
private. Hence the component invariant Vwvseminar needs not 
to be respected by these operations, but has to be respected 
by the component public operation changeCourse. In order 
to be able to fulfill the post-condition of changeCourse and, 
simultaneously, to ensure the preservation of the component 
invariant /nvSeminar, we have to add a pre-condition to change- 
Course, requiring the replacing course to be compatible with 
the abilities of the teaching instructor. In fact, the detection 
of this pre-condition is greatly facilitated by making the com- 
ponent invariant explicit. 

4   Realization of Components 
Based on our notion of component we define a realization re- 
lation which connects a UML design component and a Java 
implementation model. As implementation model for com- 
ponents we use Java packages, classes in a design compo- 
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nent are mapped to Java classes. However, we put an addi- 
tional restriction on Java classes: private Java attributes and 
methods are only called on this which is good programming 
practice for encapsulating object states. 

We employ UML trace and realization dependencies as 
considered in [1] to relate UML classes and Java classes, and 
UML design components and Java packages. A realization 
relation between a UML design component and a Java pack- 
age expresses that the implementation model satisfies the re- 
quirements of the design model. In particular, the Java meth- 
ods corresponding to a component public, component private, 
or class private operations in a class of the UML design com- 
ponent have to preserve the component invariant, the class 
invariant (and the class invariants of all super-classes), and 
satisfy its pre-/post-condition according to the requirements 
described in Sect. 3. Similarly, we have to consider compo- 
nent public, component private, and class private object con- 
structors, where we always require that constructors establish 
class invariants. Trace dependencies guarantee that the OCL 
expressions used as constraints for the design model can be 
interpreted in the implementation model. The constraints on 
the Java implementation are represented by Hoare formulae 
and can be proved using the calculus presented in [12]. 

C 
«trace»           1 L, tp 

1    1 
«java file» 

C.java 
1 

(a ) Trace dependency 

1 1 
«design subsystem» 
DesignComponent 

«realizes» o  «java subsystem» 
JavaPackage 

(b) Realization dependency 

Figure 5: Component dependencies 

A trace dependency holds between a UML design class C 
and a Java class C. java, see Fig. 5(a), if the direct super- 
classes of C and of C. java coincide, if the operations of C 
and the methods of C. java coincide (up to an obvious syn- 
tactic modification of the signature), if all attributes of C are 
also attributes of C. java, and if for each (explicit or implicit) 
role name at a navigable association end C. java contains a 
corresponding reference attribute with the same name. (Note 
that standard types may be slightly renamed according to 
the Java syntax and that role names with multiplicity greater 
than one map to reference attributes of some container type.) 
Concerning visibility the correspondences are as follows [6]: 
Component public operations correspond to public methods 
(of public classes) in Java, component private operations to 
Java default visible methods, and class private operations to 
private Java methods; private attributes in UML correspond 
to private attributes in Java. 

A realization dependency holds between a UML design 

component M and a Java package P, see Fig. 5(b), if the fol- 
lowing conditions are satisfied: Let IHVM denote the compo- 
nent invariant of the design component M and let Invc denote 
the class invariant of class C in M. Let INVc denote the inher- 
ited class invariant of class C, i.e., the conjunction of the class 
invariant of C and the class invariants of the super-classes of 
C: 

INVC- ■■ /\ InvD 

D>C 

1. For all classes C in M there is exactly one class C. java 
in P such that C and C. java are related by a trace de- 
pendency. 

2. Let op be an operation declared in the design class C 
with constraint 

context C: :op(x\ 
pre: Prec-.op 
post: Postc-op 

Du ■■ A.) 

(a) If op is class private then its corresponding pri- 
vate method op in C. java satisfies the pre-/post- 
condition (but no invariants): 

{Preo.:op} 
C::op{x\ :D\, 

{Postc-op} 

.., x„:D„) 

(b) If op is component private then the correspond- 
ing default visible method op in C. java preserves 
the inherited class invariant INVc and satisfies the 
pre-/post-condition: 

{Preo.:op and INVC) 
C::op(x\ :D\, ..., x„ :D„) 

{Postc-op and INVC} 

Moreover, any call of op for an object of a class D 
that is a sub-class of C, has to preserve the inher- 
ited invariant of D and satisfy the inherited pre-/ 
post-condition for op: 

{Prec-.op and INVD) 
D:: op(x\ :D\, .... 

{Postc-op and INVD} 
:Dn) 

(c) If op is component public then the corresponding 
public method op in C. java fulfills the require- 
ments for component private operations and addi- 
tionally preserves the component invariant Inv^: 

{Prec-.op 
C:: op (x\ : D\, 

{InvM} 

and INVc and IHVM) 

, x» :Dn) 
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3. Let C(x\,... ,x„) be a constructor of the design class C 
with constraint 

context C::C(X]   :  D\,   ..., xn   :   £>„) 
pre: Prec 
post: Pos/c 

(a) If the constructor C is class private or component 
private then the corresponding private or default 
visible constructor C in C. java establishes the in- 
herited class invariant INVc and satisfies the pre-/ 
post-condition: 

{Prec} 
x = new C(x\:D\, ..., x„:D„) 

{Postc[x/self] and INVc[x/self}} 

(b) If the constructor C is component public then the 
corresponding public constructor C in C. java ful- 
fills the requirements for component private con- 
structors and additionally preserves the component 
invariant InvM'- 

{Prec and IHVM} 

x = new C(x\\D\, ..., x„ :D„) 
{InvM} 

We say that a Java package is a correct realization of a 
UML design component M if a realization dependency holds 
between M and P. The requirements for a correct realization 
follow the conditions for class correctness in [9] or [8] which 
here are extended to take into account visibilities and com- 
ponent invariants. Note that, by requirement (2b) Liskov's 
substitution principle is satisfied with respect to pre-/post- 
conditions of inherited operations. 

For the seminar system introduced in Sect. 2, we can 
establish a realization dependency between the UML de- 
sign component in Fig. 4 and the Java implementation in 
Sect. 2 changing the public visibilities of addSession and 
rmSession into default visibilities. The proof obligations for 
setup originating from requirement (2b) are: 

{start.before(end)} 
Session:: setup () 

{start = 9:00am and end = 11:00am and 
start.before(end)} 

{start.before (end) and price >= 10$} 
PublicSession:: setup() 

{start = 9:00am and end = 11:00am and 
start.before (end) and price >= 10$} 

{start.before (end) and price >= 10$} 
PublicSession :: setupO 

{price = 10$ and 

start.before(end) and price >= 10$} 

Obviously, the last two requirments can be easily combined 
into a single requirement. 

Similarly, the proof obligations for changeCourse origi- 
nating from requirement (2b) and (2c) are: 

{instructor.qualifiedFor->includes(c) and 
start.before(end)} 

Session :: changeCourse(c:Course) 
{course = c and start.before (end) } 

{instructor.qualifiedFor->includes(c) and 
start.before(end) and price >= 10$} 

PublicSession :: changeCourse(c:Course) 
{course = c and 

start.before (end) and price >= 10$} 

{instructor.qualifiedFor->includes(c) and 
start .before (end) and /nvSeminar} 

Session :: changeCourse (c : Course) 
{/wvseminar} 

5    Properties of Correct Component 
Realizations 

In a correct Java realization of a UML design component, 
method and constructor calls cannot destroy the class invari- 
ants of alien objects, i.e. of any object different from the ob- 
ject the method is called upon or different from the newly 
created object; additionally, all objects created during the ex- 
ecution of an operation or a constructor satisfy their class in- 
variants. 

Lemma 1. Consider a correct realization of a design model. 
Assume that for any terminating method call o.op(d\, ..., 
d„) and any terminating constructor call o = new C[d[, 
..., d'm) the pre-condition of any method called during the 
evaluation of o.op(d\, ..., d„) and o = newC(d'x, ..., 
d'm) is satisfied. Then for any classes C and D of the im- 
plementation model, object o of class C, method op ofC, and 
object o' ^ o of class D existing in the state after executing 
o.op(d\, ..., d„): 

{/KVo[o'/self] and 
D.alllnstances()->includes(o')} 
o.op(d\, ..., d„) 

{InvD[o'/self]} 

{not D.alllnstances()->includes(o')} 
o.op(d\, ..., d„) 

{o'.oclIsNewO and 7«V£)[o'/self]} 

0) 

(2) 
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where d\,...,d„ are some objects. Moreover, for any classes 
C and D of the implementation model, object o of class C, 
method op ofC, and object o' ^ o of class D existing in the 
state after executing o = new C(d\, ..., d'm): 

{/ttVß[o'/self] and 
D.alllnstances () ->includes (o')} 

o = new C(d[, ..., d'm) 
{InvD[o'f'self]} 

{not D.alllnstances()->includes(o')} 
o = new C(d[, ..., d'm) 

{o'.oclIsNewO and Invo[o'/ self]} 

(3) 

(4) 

where d\,...,d'm are some objects. 

Proof sketch. The claims are proved simultaneously by in- 
duction on the depth of the execution tree of method calls 
and object creations. 

Each method call and each object creation is associated 
with an execution trace consisting of attribute assignments 
o.f=v, method calls o.op(v\, ..., v/), and object cre- 
ations o = new C(v\,  ..., v/). 

We define the degree of a method call, an object cre- 
ation, and an attribute assignment as follows: deg(o./ = v) = 
0, deg(o.op{d\, ..., d„)) = l +maxi<,<t{deg(5,)} where 
s\...Sk is the execution trace of o.op(d\, ..., d„), 
anddeg(o = new C(v\, ..., v/)) = 1+maxi<,-<yt{deg(sJ-)} 
where s\...Sk'is the execution trace of o = new C(v\, ..., 
vi). 

Let the assumptions of the claim hold and let o' be as in 
the claim. For any method call and any object creation, we 
proof the claim by induction on the degree of the method call 
or object creation and by sub-induction on the length of the 
execution trace. 

Case 1. Let 5i... Sk be the execution trace of a method call 
o.op(d\, ..., u?„). Let the pre-condition 7«V£)[o'/self] and 
D.alllnstances ()->includes (o') hold before execution 
Of 51 ...Sk- 

Case 1.1. Let deg(o.op(d\, ..., d„)) = 1. If k — 0 then 
Invo[o'/ self] holds trivially after s\ . ..5>. Let k > 0 and 
let Invo[o'jself] hold before the execution of Sk- Then Sk 
has necessarily the form o.f = v, since all attributes have to 
be private and attributes are only called on this. Hence, 
Invo[o' / self ] holds after the execution of Sk since o' ^o and 
all class invariants have to be local, i.e., they must not employ 
navigation beyond the scope of a single object. 

Case 1.2. Let deg(o.op(d\, ..., dn)) — m + 1. If k = 0 
then /nvo[o'/self] holds trivially aftersi ...Sk. Let k > 0 and 
let Involo' / self ] hold before the execution of Sk. Then there 
are three cases: 

Case 1.2.1. lfsk = o.f= v, then the same argument as in 
case 1.1 applies. 

style of Java classes. Hence, by proof obligations (2b-c) 
and the pre-condition assumption, /«vo[o'/self] holds af- 
ter execution of s^ If o" ^ o' then Invo[o'/self] holds af- 
ter execution of Sk by the main induction hypothesis, since 
dcg(sk) < m. 

Case 1.2.3. Let st — o" = new C {v\, ..., v/). Then 
o" ^ o'. Thus, lnvo\o' I self] holds after execution of Sk by 
the main induction hypothesis, since, again, deg(jyt) < m. 

An analogous argument holds for all remaining cases.   D 

From this observation, it follows that in a correct Java re- 
alization of a UML design model, any non-class private op- 
eration preserves all class invariants and, moreover, any com- 
ponent public operation preserves all invariants including the 
component invariant. In order to prove these properties let 
INVM denote the environment invariant of design component 
M, i.e., the conjunction of all class invariants of the classes in 
M for all instances: 

INVM= /\C.allInstances()-> 
c 

forAll(x | 7«vc[x/self]) 

Theorem 2. Consider a correct realization of a design 
model M. Assume that for any terminating method call 
o.op(d\, ..., dn) and any terminating constructor call o = 
new C (d\, ..., d'm) the pre-condition of any method called 
during the evaluation of o.op(d\, ..., d„) and o = new 
C(d[, ..., d'm) is satisfied. Then for any class C of the im- 
plementation model and any non-class private method op of 
C 

{Preo.-.op and INVM) 

C:: op(x\ :D\, ... 
{INVM} 

xn:D„) 

Case 1.2.2. Let Sk = o". op' (v\, v,). Ifo" = o'then 
op' cannot be private by our restriction on the programming 

holds; moreover, for any constructor C(x\,... ,x„) ofC 

{Prec-c and INVM) 
x = new C(x\\D\, ..., x„:D„) 

{INVM} 

holds. 

Proof. Let o.op(d\, ..., dn) be a terminating call of a 
non-class private method op of class C of the implemen- 
tation model. Let Invo[o'/self] be any class invariant of 
INVM where o' is an object existing in the state after exe- 
cuting o.op{d\, ..., d„). If d = o and thus D <C, then 
7nvo[o'/self] is ensured by the assumptions (2b) on preser- 
vation of invariants of non-class private methods in correct 
realizations of the design model. Otherwise, i.e. if o' ^ o, 
apply Lemma 1. 

The claim on constructors is proved analogously. D 

Corollary 3. With the assumption as in the theorem, any call 
of a component public operation or constructor preserves all 
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the invariants, i.e. 

{Prec:.op and INVM and InvM) 
C:\op\x\ :D\, ..., x„:D„) 

{INVM and IHVM) 

{Prec.-.c and INVM and Inv^} 
x = new C(x\\D\, ..., x„:Da) 

{INVM and InvM) 

6   Conclusions 
We have emphasized that pure class diagram-based object- 
oriented software development has some drawbacks related 
to invariants which can be overcome by using a component- 
based approach. Of course, the problems presented here 
are not the only problems in object-oriented and component- 
based software development. In particular, we have omitted 
a discussion of component hierarchies and associations be- 
tween components, which may be treated by repeating the 
component invariant approach at all hierarchy levels. Inheri- 
tance between an element of one component and an element 
of another component seems to pose some more subtle prob- 
lems. For instance, the interplay between inherited operations 
and component invariant preservation is not obvious. The is- 
sue of sharing between components [10] may have similar 
effects. 

However, OCL has proven to be a valuable tool for ana- 
lyzing well-known implementation schemata for associations 
between classes. In our opinion, OCL is well-suited as a con- 
straint language for UML and presents a further positive step 
towards rigorous object-oriented software development. 
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